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LAZU Age RENU Anti-Aging and NAD+ Booster  

 

KEY INGREDIENTS  

 

• Fisetin   

o It reduces the amount of senescent cells, which are cells that increase during aging 

and damage healthy surrounding cells, accelerating the aging process. 

o It has been well studied in anti-aging research and shown to extend lifespan in 

various organisms 

o Some suggest that Fisetin appears to be  even  better than quercetin in killing 

senescent cells (Zombie cells) - We use both.  

o It has been shown to inhibit the mTOR pathway.  Constant activation of the mTOR 

pathway (which results from the Western Diet) accelerates aging. 

 

• Apigenin  

o It has the following effects:  antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-amyloidogenic 

(amyloidogenic means being prone to develop amyloid plaque in the brain which 

leads to age related dementia so Apigenin have been show in some study to slow or 

inhibit this process), neuroprotective, and cognition-enhancing substance  

o increases NAD+ levels - One of the hottest areas in Anti-Aging research  

o For Skin aging  

o It significantly increased testosterone production in males.  

 

• Quercetin  

o Powerful antioxidant & anti-inflammatory activity  

o Used in Sports Performance to promote energy and recovery  

o Reduction in Allergy Symptom  

o Other Youthful aging effects  

o Reduction of destructive senescent cells - Senescent cells (or Zombie cells) are 

considered to be a major target in anti-aging research.  

 

 

PROMOTES YOUTHFUL AGEING:   

 The ingredients in LAZU Age RENU™  are the optimally formulated to promote longevity and 

extend your healthy years (your Healthspan) by slowing down cellular ageing and switching on 

youthful genes that otherwise turn off, as we age.  

 

 

DUAL ACTION ANTI-AGEING EFFECT:   

 LAZU Age RENU™ used ingredients which have been shown to be effective in two sperate 

areas of Anti-Ageing research and then combined them into a single potent anti-ageing and 

longevity formulation. The hottest areas of age research involve the senescent cells and the 
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compounds that eliminate them; and ways to restore and conserve an essential cellular molecule 

called NAD+.   

 

PROMOTES NEW CELL TURNOVER:   

 A Senolytic Agent, which means that LAZU Age RENU™  helps your body eliminate 

unwanted senescent cells (known as zombie cells) that have reached the end of the useful life but 

resist being cleared away, allowing them to be replaced by brand new cell. Senescent cells can be 

damaged and become potentially harmful. The accumulation of senescent cells is what is believed to 

result in accelerated ageing.  

 

 

BOOSTS NAD+ & YOUTHFUL VITALITY:  

  LAZU Age RENU™ prevents the age-related loss of NAD+ by inhibiting an enzyme called 

CD38, which is known to breakdown NAD+ as we age. Studies show that the suppression of the 

“ageing” enzyme, CD38 is an excellent way to maintain a youthful supply of NAD+, thereby 

promoting longevity, good health and endless energy.   
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